
 



The Emeralds of Raymond 

By: Parker Gaty  

Matthew had woken up at 10:00 am and he was 
four hours late for work. Matthew had gotten ready for 
work and broke into a sprint. There was a drop of sweat 
coming from his forehead.  He saw the giant diner, it 
had a big sign with bolded letters saying, “Bobs candy 
store” the blue windows shined in the sunlight and one 
of the letters was hanging from the sign. 

Matthew saw Jessica his boss at the candy store, 
she was glaring at him and yelled “Where are your 
pants?!” 

Matthew looked down and saw that he had no 
pants on, but he didn’t mind he was just staring at his 
shoe. Matthew saw a sticky note on his shoe it had 
doodles of many mythical places. Suddenly Matthew 
and Jessica were compelled, almost pushed against their 
will. Matthew stated, “Let’s find those emeralds and get 
me some pants.”  

Matthew and Jessica set out for their first stop 
The Dusty Cliffs of Zordon. [By the way Matthew has 



his pants on] It was a long treacherous journey to the 
cliffs. Zordon was a mystical snake like creature that was 
killed by a warrior named Floater. When Zordon died 
he dropped an emerald that Floater didn’t notice. 
Matthew and Jessica stared at each other in the middle 
of the path to the cliffs. Matthew stared at Jessica’s 
luscious brown hair shimmering in the red orange 
sunset. Jessica slapped Matthew and snapped out of her 
trance. Matthew put his hands on Jessica’s shoulders 
and said in a soothing voice, “It’s going to be ok.” After 
Matthews soothing words Jessica snapped right into the 
trance once again. 

It was now night they had made it to the cliffs. 
The shimmering rocks on the cliffs shined like stars in a 
dark abyss. The two felt as if they were being watched 
by a being of darkness. They saw the first emerald it was 
brown and had exactly 6 sides. They were getting closer 
to the object but it seemed like it was getting farther 
away. Finally they reached the tip of the cliff and there 
was a strange man. Matthew tapped the man on the 
shoulder. The man flung his long blonde hair around 



and said, “Hello my name is Raymond welcome to my 
cliffs.” 

Raymond was a short handsome man with a 
soothing voice. Jessica’s eyes turned into hearts and 
started going back and forth. “Are you ok, do we need 
a doctor?” wondered Matthew. 

Raymond stared at Jessica and handed his 
backpack to Matthew. Matthew looked inside and 
found a strange orb it was a reddish green sphere and it 
was glowing. The sphere was shaking, it was glowing 
even lighter, Matthew’s hand was turning green and. 

 

 


